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The living room of the home on Townhill Drive. 
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East Ferry home comes with history, style, and $379K price tag

Elegant Tudor Revival in North Rosedale Park wants $275K

In West Village, a lovingly restored home asks $375K

Huge open house across 14 condos taking place this Saturday

What $225K buys in Detroit right now

Three Brush Park lofts in Louis Kamper–designed building hit the market
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East Ferry home comes with history, style,
and $379K price tag
This Queen Anne was once owned by J.L. Hudson.
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Waymo’s Detroit plant begins outfitting cars
with driverless tech
At least 30 cars have been equipped at the factory near Hamtramck.
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Road closures, wall design, and other Gordie
Howe Bridge updates
All the latest news about the 1.5-mile international crossing.
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Elegant Tudor Revival in North Rosedale Park
wants $275K
This attractive home has also been recently updated.
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Wayne State students construct world’s
largest periodic table on campus
It’s also the 150th anniversary of the very first periodic table.
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In West Village, a lovingly restored home asks
$375K
Over the last decade, steady work has been done on this home from
1907.
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Unassuming Troy home with magazine-
worthy interior asks $499,500
Step inside the 3,176-square-foot home to find a designer’s dream
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From the outside, this home on Townhill Drive looks similar to others in the Troy subdivision, a
town that isn’t known much for its architecture. The exterior has some unassuming brick and vinyl
siding, and it’s set off the road and tucked behind some landscaping, almost as if it doesn’t want to
be seen.

But step inside the 3,176-square-foot home and you’ll find a designer’s dream with features inspired
by midcentury modern architecture.

The den has a huge vaulted ceiling with wood beams spanning its length. The space is wide open—
with the dining room just a single step up—and bay windows looking out to the front yard that admit
ample natural light. The glass railing leading upstairs is another way to signal that little is concealed
on the main floor.

The kitchen is a few more steps up and has a stainless steel backsplash, butcher block countertops,
streamlined white cabinets, and a skylight.

The master suite comes with a wood accented wall, big walk-in closet, and a sleek master bath with
a soaking tub and walk-in steam shower. It also has access to a private balcony. There’s two other
bedrooms, plus another full and half bath.

The home is a split-level, with the bottom floor containing a nice little Florida room, reading room,
and lounge with wet bar that leads to a walk-out patio in the backyard. Oh yeah, there’s also a pool
and hot tub.

This impressive home is listed with Nika Jusufi of Max Broock realtors for $499,500.

Aside from the surprisingly big address numbers, the exterior doesn’t hint at what awaits inside.

The dining room shares an open space with the living room.

The home is a split-level with stairs leading in many directions.

The kitchen has stainless steel backsplash, modern appliances, and a skylight.

The master bedroom has a private balcony entrance.

The master bathroom.

Wet bar and garden-level patio.

The Florida room.

The pool and and hot tub at the rear of the house.
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